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this the man who attacked her and did she almost kill him? With her
memories of the events jumbled, Tracy can’t be sure. Helping her father
cope with her mother’s death and prepare for the approaching Iditarod,
she doesn’t have time to think about what she may have done. Then a
mysterious wanderer appears, looking for a job. Tracy senses that Jesse
Goodwin is hiding something, but she can’t warn her father without
explaining about the attack—or why she’s kept it to herself. It soon
becomes clear that something dangerous is going on . . . the way Jesse
has wormed his way into the family . . . the threatening face of the
stranger in a crowd . . . the boot-prints she finds at the forest’s edge. Her
family is in trouble. Will uncovering the truth protect them—or is the
threat closer than Tracy suspects?
A Season in Lights Dec 02 2019 In the underworld of off-Broadway,
Cammie, a dancer, just landed her first part in a show since coming to
New York City. Cammie and her lover learn the fleeting nature of glory,
the sweetness of love, and how fragile dreams come true can be.
Sidney Sheldon’s Chasing Tomorrow Jun 27 2019 New York Times
Bestselling Author Sidney Sheldon’s most popular and enduring
heroine—Tracy Whitney of If Tomorrow Comes—returns in a sensational
sequel full of passion, suspense, and breathtaking twists.
A Steep Price Oct 04 2022 New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni's thrilling series continues as Seattle homicide detective Tracy
Crosswhite is plunged into a case of family secrets and murder... Called
in to consult after a young woman disappears, Tracy Crosswhite has the
uneasy feeling that this is no ordinary missing-persons case. When the
body turns up in an abandoned well, Tracy's suspicions are confirmed.
Estranged from her family, the victim had balked at an arranged
marriage and had planned to attend graduate school. But someone cut
her dreams short. Solving the mystery behind the murder isn't Tracy's
only challenge. The detective is keeping a secret of her own: she's
pregnant. And now her biggest fear seems to be coming true when a new
detective arrives to replace her. Meanwhile, Tracy's colleague Vic Fazzio
is about to take a fall after his investigation into the murder of a local
community activist turns violent and leaves an invaluable witness dead.
Two careers are on the line. And when more deadly secrets emerge, jobs
might not be the only things at risk.
In Her Tracks Nov 24 2021 Returning from an extended leave in her
hometown of Cedar Grove, Detective Tracy Crosswhite finds herself
reassigned to the Seattle PD's cold case unit. As the protective mother of
an infant daughter, Tracy is immediately drawn to her first file: the
abduction of a five-year-old girl whose parents, embattled in a poisonous
divorce, were once prime suspects.
Immoral Jan 03 2020 Thriller.
My Sister's Grave Nov 05 2022 "Motivated by the opportunity to obtain
real justice for her sister who disappeared twenty years ago, Tracy
became a homicide detective with the Seattle PD. When her sister's
remains are finally discovered near their hometown in the northern
Cascade Mountains of Washington State, Tracy is determined to get the
answers she's been seeking"-Bodily Harm Sep 10 2020 New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni returns with his most exhilarating legal thriller to date, a pulsepounding story of corporate greed, espionage, and the lengths one man
is willing to go for justice. Bodily Harm opens with a big win for David
Sloane and his new partner, Tom Pendergrass, in a malpractice case
centered on the death of a young child. But on the heels of this seeming
victory, an unlikely character—toy designer Kyle Horgan— comes
forward to tell Sloane that he’s gotten it all wrong: Horgan’s the one
who’s truly responsible for the little boy’s death and possibly others—not
the pediatrician Sloane has just proven guilty. Ordinarily, Sloane might
have dismissed such a person as a crackpot, but something about this
case has always troubled him—something that he couldn’t quite pinpoint.

My Sister's Grave Aug 22 2021 Twenty years after Seattle homicide
detective Tracy Crosswhite's sister, Sarah, was murdered, Tracy sees a
chance to find the real killer when Sarah's remains are discovered near
their hometown in the northern Cascade mountains of Washington State.
Original.
The 6:20 Man Aug 29 2019 A cryptic murder pulls a former soldier
turned financial analyst deep into the corruption and menace that prowl
beneath the opulent world of finance, in this #1 New York Times
bestselling thriller from David Baldacci. Every day without fail, Travis
Devine puts on a cheap suit, grabs his faux-leather briefcase, and boards
the 6:20 commuter train to Manhattan, where he works as an entry-level
analyst at the city’s most prestigious investment firm. In the mornings,
he gazes out the train window at the lavish homes of the uberwealthy,
dreaming about joining their ranks. In the evenings, he listens to the
fiscal news on his phone, already preparing for the next grueling day in
the cutthroat realm of finance. Then one morning Devine’s tedious
routine is shattered by an anonymous email: She is dead. Sara Ewes,
Devine’s coworker and former girlfriend, has been found hanging in a
storage room of his office building—presumably a suicide, at least for
now—prompting the NYPD to come calling on him. If that wasn’t enough,
before the day is out, Devine receives another ominous visit, a
confrontation that threatens to dredge up grim secrets from his past in
the army unless he participates in a clandestine investigation into his
firm. This treacherous role will take him from the impossibly glittering
lives he once saw only through a train window, to the darkest corners of
the country’s economic halls of power . . . where something rotten lurks.
And apart from this high-stakes conspiracy, there’s a killer out there with
their own agenda, and Devine is the bull’s-eye.
The Eighth Sister Aug 02 2022 A pulse-pounding thriller of espionage,
spy games, and treachery by the New York Times bestselling author of
the Tracy Crosswhite Series. Former CIA case officer Charles Jenkins is a
man at a crossroads: in his early sixties, he has a family, a new baby on
the way, and a security consulting business on the brink of bankruptcy.
Then his former bureau chief shows up at his house with a risky new
assignment: travel undercover to Moscow and locate a Russian agent
believed to be killing members of a clandestine US spy cell known as the
seven sisters. Desperate for money, Jenkins agrees to the mission and
heads to the Russian capital. But when he finds the mastermind agent
behind the assassinations--the so-called eighth sister--she is not who or
what he was led to believe. Then again, neither is anyone else in this
deadly game of cat and mouse. Pursued by a dogged Russian intelligence
officer, Jenkins executes a daring escape across the Black Sea, only to
find himself abandoned by the agency he serves. With his family and
freedom at risk, Jenkins is in the fight of his life--against his own country.
The Wild Inside Sep 22 2021 "The Wild Inside is an unusual love story
and a creepy horror novel — think of the Brontë sisters and Stephen
King." —John Irving A promising talent makes her electrifying debut with
this unforgettable novel, set in the Alaskan wilderness, that is a fusion of
psychological thriller and coming-of-age tale in the vein of Jennifer
McMahon, Chris Bohjalian, and Mary Kubica. A natural born trapper and
hunter raised in the Alaskan wilderness, Tracy Petrikoff spends her days
tracking animals and running with her dogs in the remote forests
surrounding her family’s home. Though she feels safe in this untamed
land, Tracy still follows her late mother’s rules: Never Lose Sight of the
House. Never Come Home with Dirty Hands. And, above all else, Never
Make a Person Bleed. But these precautions aren’t enough to protect
Tracy when a stranger attacks her in the woods and knocks her
unconscious. The next day, she glimpses an eerily familiar man emerge
from the tree line, gravely injured from a vicious knife wound—a wound
from a hunting knife similar to the one she carries in her pocket. Was
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When Sloane tries to follow up with Horgan, he finds the man’s
apartment a shambles— ransacked by unknown perpetrators. Horgan
has vanished without a trace. Together with his longtime investigative
partner Charles Jenkins, Sloane reexamines his clients’ son’s death and
digs deeper into Horgan’s claims, forcing him to enter the billion-dollar,
cutthroat toy industry. As Sloane gets closer to the truth, he trips a wire
that leads to a shocking chain of events that nearly destroys him. To get
to the bottom of it all and find justice for the families harmed, Sloane
must keep in check his overwhelming desire for revenge. Full of nailbitingly tense action scenes as well as edge-of-your-seat courtroom
drama, Bodily Harm finds Robert Dugoni at the very top of his game.
The Jury Master Jan 27 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "John
Grisham, move over...A riveting tale of murder, treachery, and
skullduggery at the highest levels." - Seattle Times In a courtroom, David
Sloane can grab a jury and make it dance. He can read jurors'
expressions, feel their emotions, know their thoughts. With this
remarkable ability, Sloane gets juries to believe the unbelievable, excuse
the inexcusable, and return the most astonishing verdicts. The only
barrier to Sloane's professional success is his conscience -- until he gets
a call from a man later found dead, and his life rockets out of control.
The Extraordinary Life of Sam Hell May 31 2022 From #1 Wall Street
Journal and New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni. Sam Hill
always saw the world through different eyes. Born with red pupils, he
was called "Devil Boy" by his classmates; "God's will" is what his mother
called his ocular albinism. Her words were of little comfort, but Sam
persevered, buoyed by his mother's devout faith, his father's practical
wisdom, and his two other misfit friends. Sam believed it was God who
sent Ernie Cantwell, the only African American kid in his class, to be the
friend he so desperately needed. And that it was God's idea for Mickie
Kennedy to storm into Our Lady of Mercy like a tornado, uprooting every
rule Sam had been taught about boys and girls. Forty years later, Sam, a
small-town eye doctor, is no longer certain anything was by design-especially not the tragedy that caused him to turn his back on his friends,
his hometown, and the life he'd always known. Running from the pain,
eyes closed, served little purpose. Now, as he looks back on his life, Sam
embarks on a journey that will take him halfway around the world. This
time, his eyes are wide open--bringing into clear view what changed him,
defined him, and made him so afraid, until he can finally see what truly
matters.
What She Found May 07 2020 It was supposed to be the perfect
getaway, but a knock at the door could ruin their lives. "Mesmerizing. A
captivating page-turner about fear, loss, and the ties that bind. This is
O’Brien at her finest." - Meghan O'Flynn, bestselling author of The Ash
Park Series After her recent separation, Tabitha Weaver is holding her
life together by a thread. Luckily, her six closest friends have the perfect
cure for heartbreak: a weekend in the countryside complete with
relaxation, a blind date, and all the wine she can handle. But it isn’t long
before their night at the secluded rental house goes sour. The drinks flow
a little too freely and lingering tensions arise before they’re interrupted
by frantic knocking at the door. The stranger claims to have been in an
accident, and though her head is bleeding, she refuses to let them call an
ambulance. With Tabitha distracted by her new beau, another friend
leaving to check out the scene of the accident, and the rest of the group
busy feuding, they lose track of the stranger’s whereabouts. It isn’t until
she wakes up with a hangover that Tabitha finds a note on her dresser:
Don’t stop until you find it. Tabitha disregards the note, and the evening,
and returns home believing the weekend is behind her. But when the
strange woman is reported missing, the police start circling—the group
must reexamine their accounts of what happened that night. And the
discrepancies in their stories cannot be overlooked. It doesn’t help that
the police have discovered clues to suggest foul play. As the evidence
mounts against them, loyalties are tested. Tabitha is desperate to find
the truth about what happened to the woman. Which of her friends is
lying? Who can she trust? A gripping psychological suspense for fans of
Kiersten Modglin, Meghan O'Flynn, and Abigail Haas. If you liked Ruth
Ware’s In a Dark, Dark Wood , you’ll love What She Found. “Addictive,
terrifying, and absolutely twisted, O'Brien has masterfully crafted a web I
couldn't figure out and won't soon forget." -Kiersten Modglin, author of
The Good Neighbors
Murder One Apr 17 2021 A year after the murder of his wife, attorney
David Sloane reconnects with former adversary Barclay Reid, who, upon
losing her daughter to a drug overdose, has launched a campaign against
Russian drug trafficking, only to be accused of murdering a dealer.
Want to Play? Jul 09 2020 Want to Play? is the first book in P.J. Tracy's
bestselling Twin Cities series. The slaying of an old couple in small town
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America looks like one-off act of brutal retribution. But at the same time,
in Minneapolis, teams of detectives scramble to stop a sickeningly
inventive serial killer striking again in a city paralysed by fear. When the
two separate investigations converge on an isolated catholic boarding
school, decades old secrets begin to fall away. It seems an old killer has
resurfaced. Yet still the killer's real identity remains dangerously out of
reach . . . Want to Play? introduces P.J. Tracy's cult thriller characters
Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi. Follow their journeys
in the rest of the series: Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Killand
Two Evils. Praise for P.J. Tracy: 'The thriller debut of the year' Harlan
Coben 'Fast paced . . . a gripping read' Guardian
What She Found Jul 21 2021 Detective Tracy Crosswhite has agreed to
look into the disappearance of investigative reporter Lisa Childress.
Solving the cold case is an obsession for Lisa's daughter, Anita. So is
clearing the name of her father, a prime suspect who became a pariah.
After twenty-five years, all Anita wants is the truth -- no matter where it
leads.
The Trapped Girl Jun 19 2021 When a woman's body is discovered
submerged in a crab pot in the chilly waters of Puget Sound, Detective
Tracy Crosswhite finds herself with a tough case to untangle. Before they
can identify the killer, Tracy and her colleagues on the Seattle PD's
Violent Crimes Section must figure out who the victim is. Her autopsy,
however, reveals she may have gone to great lengths to conceal her
identity. So who was she running from?
A Cold Trail Jul 01 2022 In New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni's riveting series, Seattle homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite
returns home to a brutal murder and her haunted past. The last time
homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite was in Cedar Grove, it was to see
her sister's killer put behind bars. Now she's returned for a respite and
the chance to put her life back in order for herself, her attorney husband,
Dan, and their new daughter. But tragic memories soon prove impossible
to escape. Dan is drawn into representing a local merchant whose
business is jeopardized by the town's revitalization. And Tracy is urged
by the local PD to put her own skills to work on a new case: the brutal
murder of a police officer's wife and local reporter who was investigating
a cold-case slaying of a young woman. As Tracy's and Dan's cases
crisscross, Tracy's trail becomes dangerous. It's stirring up her own
haunted past and a decades-old conspiracy in Cedar Grove that has
erupted in murder. Getting to the truth is all that matters. But what's
Tracy willing to risk as a killer gets closer to her and threatens everyone
she loves?
The Cyanide Canary Mar 29 2022 In this true story of a horrific
environmental crime, written by an EPA Special Agent, a brave young
man suffers severe brain damage after being pulled from a poisonsaturated 25,000-gallon storage tank. of photos.
La chica que atraparon / The Trapped Girl Aug 10 2020 El cadáver de
una mujer ha aparecido sumergido en una trampa para cangrejos en las
gélidas aguas del estrecho de Puget. La inspectora Tracy Crosswhite, de
la Sección de Crímenes Violentos de la policía de Seattle, deberá
emplearse a fondo para averiguar, en primer lugar, quién es la víctima,
pues esta, según revela la autopsia, parece haber querido ocultar su
identidad por todos los medios. ¿De quién estaba huyendo? Los indicios
apuntan a que podría tratarse de una mujer que llevaba varios meses
desaparecida, pero los detalles relativos a su pasado ofrecen pruebas
contradictorias que no hacen más que enturbiar la investigación.
Angustiada por los recuerdos del asesinato de su hermana y del tiempo
que estuvo sin resolver, Tracy irá desvelando una retorcida historia de
brutales traiciones y codicia desesperada que la llevará a arriesgarlo
todo para hacer frente a un asesino que no tiene ninguna intención de
dejarse atrapar sin luchar a muerte.
Dead Irish Sep 30 2019 THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING DISMAS HARDY SERIES! In his new life as a bartender
at the Little Shamrock, Dismas Hardy is just hoping for a little peace.
He’s left both the police force and his law career behind. Unfortunately
it’s not as easy to leave behind the memory of a shattering personal
loss—but for the time being, he can always take the edge off with a stiff
drink and round of darts. But when the news of Eddie Cochran’s death
reaches him, Hardy is propelled back into all the things he was trying to
escape. And forced to untangle a web of old secrets and raw passions, for
the sake of Eddie’s pregnant widow, Frannie—and for the others whose
lives may still be at risk...
Damage Control Feb 25 2022 "Dugoni centers a high-speed murder
mystery around infidelity and jealousy . . . the plot twists keep the pages
turning." -- Kirkus "Fast-moving...will surprise even seasoned thriller
readers." -- Publishers Weekly Attorney Dana Hill is used to managing a
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stressful life: she's one of the most successful lawyers at Strong &
Thurmond, mother to a young daughter, wife to a busy, self-involved
man. But when she is diagnosed with breast cancer, and her twin brother
turns up beaten to death in an apparent robbery-gone-wrong in the same
week, the careful balance of Dana's life is sent into flux. Agreeing with
the police that this is more than just a simple botched burglary, she
begins to sift through the pieces of her brother's life, a life she thought
she knew as well as her own, to find out who would want him dead and
why. But bad things happen in threes, her mother has told her. When
Dana discovers her husband cheating, she throws herself headlong into
the investigation. Delaying cancer treatment, she teams with an intuitive
detective to find the link between a one-of-a-kind earring found in her
brother's bedroom and a mysterious girlfriend no one seems to be able to
identify. But those connected to the murder are beginning to turn up
dead, the evidence trail is growing cold and someone is masquerading as
a police officer, cleaning up the details as they go along.
Her Final Breath Dec 26 2021
The Red Oct 12 2020 Lieutenant James Shelley commands a high-tech
squad of soldiers in a rural district within the African Sahel. They hunt
insurgents each night on a harrowing patrol, guided by three simple
goals: protect civilians, kill the enemy, and stay alive. In a for-profit war
manufactured by the defense industry there can be no cause worth dying
for. To keep his soldiers safe, Shelley uses every high-tech asset available
to him, but his best weapon is a flawless sense of imminent danger as if
God is with him, whispering warnings in his ear.
Outback Creed Oct 24 2021 "Action packed from the first sentence.
Outback Creed is outstanding. I read it in one day." –Robert Dugoni New
York Times Bestselling Author of the Tracy Crosswhite series. A city
lawyer and an Aboriginal boy become targets in a high-stakes conspiracy.
Tom McLaren is the go-to negotiator for a corporate law firm, and is
accustomed to success and all its trappings. His skills are put to the test
when he and his colleagues head to the outback, hoping to persuade
Aboriginal Elders to give up their land to a powerful mining company.
The land is worth billions, but the Elders won’t budge, and Tom faces the
rare prospect of failure. Yet there are hidden forces at play that will stop
at nothing to make sure a deal is done, even if that means taking the life
of an Aboriginal boy. When Tom and his colleagues discover the shocking
plot, they also become targets, and the result is murder. In his frantic
hunt for answers, Tom realizes his most dangerous enemy may be closer
than he feared. With relentless killers closing in fast, Tom must uncover
the truth…before it’s too late!
The Chopin Manuscript May 19 2021 Harold Middleton, a former war
crimes investigator, finds himself in possession of a previously unknown
score by Chopin, and races from Poland to America to uncover the secret
of the manuscript while being pursued by a shadowy figure from his past.
Wrongful Death Jan 15 2021 New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni tackles hot-button issues in this riveting legal thriller featuring
attorney David Sloane. When a widow asks Sloane to take her case
against the military, Sloane knows it's a lost cause but can't turn her
down, even if it puts his own life--and the lives of his family--in dire
jeopardy. Just minutes after winning a $1.6 million wrongful-death
verdict, attorney David Sloane confronts the one case that threatens to
blemish his unbeaten record in the courtroom. Beverly Ford wants
Sloane to sue the United States government and military in the
mysterious death of her husband, James, a national guardsman killed in
Iraq. While a decades-old military doctrine might make Ford's case
impossible to win, Sloane, a former soldier himself, is compelled to find
justice for the widow and her four children in what is certain to become
the biggest challenge of his career. With little hard evidence to go on,
Sloane calls on his friend, reclusive former CIA agent turned private
investigator Charles Jenkins, to track down the other men serving with
Ford the night he died. Alarmingly, two of the four who returned home
alive didn't stay that way for long, and though the mission's
wheelchairbound commander now works for a civilian contractor, he
refuses to talk. The final -- and youngest -- soldier is also the most
elusive, but he's their only shot at discovering the truth -- if Sloane and
Jenkins can keep him alive long enough to tell it. Meanwhile, Sloane isn't
the only one on a manhunt. As he propels his case into a federal
courtroom, those seeking to hide the truth threaten Sloane's family,
forcing his new wife Tina and stepson Jake into hiding, where they
become the targets of a relentless killer. Now Sloane must race to
uncover what really happened on that fatal mission, not only to bring
justice to a family wronged but to keep himself and the people closest to
him from becoming the next casualties....
Pack Darling Part Two Oct 31 2019 After a disaster of a first heat, I’m
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ready to swear off alphas and escape to a cabin in the woods. My body
has other plans. Now that I’m awakened, I can’t survive another heat
alone. Problem is, I hate alphas, hate packs, and really super hate the socalled mates I can’t forgive and can’t forget. Now my biological clock’s
ticking too fast to handle, and I can’t wait on Wyvern Pack to figure out
their damage. I’ll take care of my own needs. And if you can’t give me
what I want, then get out of my way. Because this omega bites back. ♥
Burn: Medium ♥ Heat: High (spicy MM + MMFMMM scenes) ♥ Alert:
Growly alpha males, no shifting ♥ Warning: Contains MM content,
frequent cursing, references to past assault that may be disturbing, and
a few alphaholes who need to grovel for redemption.
The Last Line Mar 17 2021 Each writer has taken the last line of a story
they like and used it as the ending line for a new tale. Some lines are
famous, others obscure, but the works they've inspired are original and
entertaining. From historical fiction, drama, science fiction, mystery and
literary there is a story in this collection for every reader.
The Confession Apr 05 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An
innocent man is about to be executed. Only a guilty man can save him. In
1998, in the small East Texas city of Sloan, Travis Boyette abducted,
raped, and strangled a popular high school cheerleader. He buried her
body so that it would never be found, then watched in amazement as
police and prosecutors arrested and convicted Donté Drumm, a local
football star, and marched him off to death row. Now nine years have
passed. Travis has just been paroled in Kansas for a different crime;
Donté is four days away from his execution. Travis suffers from an
inoperable brain tumor. For the first time in his miserable life, he decides
to do what’s right and confess. But how can a guilty man convince
lawyers, judges, and politicians that they’re about to execute an innocent
man?
In Her Tracks Feb 02 2020 "Returning from an extended leave in her
hometown of Cedar Grove, Detective Tracy Crosswhite finds herself
reassigned to the Seattle PD’s cold case unit. As the protective mother of
an infant daughter, Tracy is immediately drawn to her first file: the
abduction of a five-year-old girl whose parents, embattled in a poisonous
divorce, were once prime suspects. While reconstructing the days
leading up to the girl’s disappearance, Tracy is brought into an active
investigation with former partner Kinsington Rowe. A young woman has
vanished on an isolated jogging trail in North Seattle. Divided between
two critical cases, Tracy has little to go on except the treacherous
deceptions behind a broken marriage - and now, the secrets hiding
behind the closed doors of a deceptively quiet middle-class
neighborhood."--Publisher.
VanOps Jul 29 2019 Spain 1057: During a thunderous battle, the first
King of Aragon wrestles Alexander the Great's priceless Egyptian
weapon from the Moors, but finds it holds a terrifying and mysterious
power. A thousand years later, Maddy Marshall, and her twin brother
Will Argones, re sent on an arcane quest to recover Alexander's ancient
weapon.
The World Played Chess Apr 29 2022 "A fearless and sensitive coming-ofage story. I loved it." --Mark Sullivan, bestselling author of Beneath a
Scarlet Sky and The Last Green Valley. Bestselling author Robert Dugoni
returns with an emotionally arresting follow-up to The Extraordinary Life
of Sam Hell. In 1979, Vincent Bianco has just graduated high school. His
only desire: collect a little beer money and enjoy his final summer before
college. So he lands a job as a laborer on a construction crew. Working
alongside two Vietnam vets, one suffering from PTSD, Vincent gets the
education of a lifetime. Now forty years later, with his own son leaving
for college, the lessons of that summer--Vincent's last taste of innocence
and first taste of real life--dramatically unfold in a novel about breaking
away, shaping a life, and seeking one's own destiny.
Brazen Violations Dec 14 2020 What would you risk to save a child's
life? WHAT RISKS WOULD YOU TAKE TO SAVE A LOVED ONE? "Truly
inventive, very compelling, original and exciting"–David Caesar, Director
Dirty Deeds Mitch Walker is so desperate to save his dying nephew, he
commits an insanely dangerous crime in exchange for life-saving
medicine. But things go horribly wrong and he unknowingly triggers a
chain reaction of carnage, chaos and murder. Hunted by a ruthless crime
syndicate, Mitch's only hope is a cop named Betts, who wants him behind
bars. When the crime syndicate employs dark tech, the investigation
takes an unexpected turn that nobody sees coming. Driven by the faint
hope of saving the sick child, both Betts and Walker find themselves
working together in a fight for survival. If you love a fast-paced, actionpacked thriller, BRAZEN VIOLATIONS is just the ticket. "Truly inventive,
very compelling, original and exciting"–David Caesar, Director Dirty
Deeds "A cracking tale taking the crime genre kicking and bleeding into
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the 21st Century via some high-tech twists that will leave you squirming
and cringing in your seat." -- Amazon Customer "Exhilarating and
intense, this dynamite debut is loaded with thrills and wicked fun!"-goodreads review. "One hell of a ride!" -- Give Me Books "A cracking
read...not for the faint of heart" -- Amazon customer
The Conviction Feb 13 2021 In this gripping, high-octane thriller by
critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni, a
father takes the law into his own hands to save his son, trapped in a
juvenile detention center from hell. Lawyer David Sloane is desperate to
get through to his troubled teenage son Jake. Still reeling from the
devastating loss of his mother in a brutal murder, Jake has spiraled out of
control and Sloane has barely been able to keep him out of jail. So when
his old friend, detective Tom Molia, suggests that they take their sons on
a guys-only camping trip, Sloane gratefully accepts. What Sloane
imagines will be the perfect excursion turns into a horrifying nightmare
when the boys are arrested for vandalizing a general store late at night
while their fathers are asleep. The next morning, before Sloane and
Molia even realize they’re gone, their sons are tried, convicted, and
sentenced by the presiding judge to six months in the county wilderness
detention camp, Fresh Start. For the teenagers, a grueling physical and
psychological ordeal begins. As Sloane fights the conviction against the
boys, he discovers that local judge Earl Boykin’s authority seems to
extend far beyond the confines of his courtroom. Meanwhile, on the
inside, Jake is forced to grow up quickly and soon learns the hard way
that this detention center has a very different purpose than rehabilitating
troubled youths. With their legal options exhausted, Sloane and Molia
will do anything to save their sons—even mount a daring rescue
operation that could win the boys their freedom . . . or cost all of them
their lives.
Her Final Breath Sep 03 2022 "Homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite
has returned to the police force after the sensational retrial of her
sister's killer. Still scarred from that ordeal, Tracy is pulled into the
investigation of a serial killer known as the Cowboy who is killing young
women in cheap motels in North Seattle and could be targeting her
personally"--
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What She Found Jun 07 2020 An Amazon Charts and Wall Street
Journal bestselling series. Solving a decades-old disappearance sets
Tracy Crosswhite on a dangerous collision course with the past in a
pulse-pounding novel by New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni. Detective Tracy Crosswhite has agreed to look into the
disappearance of investigative reporter Lisa Childress. Solving the cold
case is an obsession for Lisa's daughter, Anita. So is clearing the name of
her father, a prime suspect who became a pariah. After twenty-five
years, all Anita wants is the truth--no matter where it leads. For Tracy,
that means reopening the potentially explosive investigations Lisa was
following on the dark night she vanished: an exposé of likely mayoral
graft; the shocking rumors of a reserved city councilman's criminal sex
life; a drug task force scandal compromising the Seattle PD; and an
elusive serial killer who disappeared just as mysteriously as Lisa. As all
the pieces come together, it becomes clear that Tracy is in the midst of a
case that will push her loyalties and her resilience to the limit. What she
uncovers will come with a greater price than anyone feared.
Ice Cold Heart Nov 12 2020 THE GRIPPING AND TWISTY THRILLER
FROM MILLION COPY BESTSELLER P. J. TRACY A violent murder. An
ice-cold killer . . . On a bitterly cold winter night, Kelly Ramage leaves
her suburban home, telling her husband she's going to meet a friend. But
she never comes back. When her body is discovered, murdered in what
seems to be a sex game gone horribly wrong, Detectives Gino and
Magozzi take the case, expecting to find a flirtatious trail leading straight
to the killer. However, Kelly's sinister lover has done a disturbingly good
job of hiding his identity. This isn't his first victim. And she won't be the
last . . . __________ Praise for P. J. Tracy 'Outrageously suspenseful'
Harlan Coben 'A powerful thriller and an ingenious plot' Observer 'A
thrilling page-turner with a nail-biting finish' Sunday Telegraph 'Snappy
dialogue and supercharged storytelling, with thrills and spills aplenty'
Daily Mail
The Copper Bracelet Mar 05 2020 Former war crimes investigator
Harold Middleton is drawn into a terror plot that could result in all-out
war between India and Pakistan, and pursues leads around the world to
prevent a nuclear catastrophe.
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